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SARS genome sequenced by researchers
BY DARRELL

E. WARD

While most of the world
works to contain the
spread of the virus that
causes severe acute respiratory
syndrome (SARS), the Genome
Sequencing Center (GSC) in the
School of Medicine has become
part of the international effort to
understand the microbe.
Researchers at the GSC were
called upon to sequence the new
virus and poorly understood
human pathogen. They complet-

ed the task in what is possibly
record time — lessthan a week.
"As genome sequencing goes,
that's very, very fast," said GSC
co-director Elaine Mardis, Ph.D.,
assistant professor of genetics and
of molecular microbiology.
Mardis, who led the effort,
used a new technique she and her
colleagues developed that speeds
the sequencing process.
"The method enables us to
quickly identify the genetic makeup of an unknown virus, and that
helps determine what can be

done to diagnose and prevent the
infection," she said. "The process
works whether the virus is a
product of bioterrorism or of
Mother Nature."
SARS was identified as a disease in late February. (For a
description of SARS and the
University's response to it, see
story, Page 6.)
Researchers quickly suspected
that a new human virus was
responsible for the disease. When
they observed the virus under an
electron microscope, it appeared

Mardis

Wilson

to be a coronavirus, a group of
microbes most famous for causing colds. No coronaviruses were
then known to cause a serious

human disease like SARS.
To help confirm the virus's
identity, the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention sent
samples of the microbe to a number of laboratories, including that
of Joseph DeRisi, Ph.D., assistant
professor of biochemistry and
biophysics, at the University of
California, San Francisco. DeRisi
isolated the genome of the virus
and compared it to the genomes
of other viruses known to cause
human disease using a "virochip"
See Genome, Page 6
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Put 'em to work!
Take Our Daughters and Sons to Work Day April 24 brought more
than 100 8- to 12-year-old children to the University so they could
see what their parents do on the job. It was the first such event to
include boys and was deemed a great success.

BY ANDY CLENDENNEN

Kim Coleman (right), administrative assistant in environmental
engineering, shows her computer to her 11-year-old daughter
Casey (middle) and Kameryn Truman, 9, daughter of Katina
Truman, director of admissions and marketing for University
College in Arts & Sciences.

Michael Nobs, graduate research assistant in civil engineering in
the School of Engineering & Applied Science, and his son
Benjamin, 6, work in Givens Hall to build a structure of sticks
and rubber bands to see how much weight it can hold.

(From left) Tommy Watkins, 9, son of Tommy Watkins, technical
assistant at Olin Library; August Isom-Jenks, 9, son of Paige
Isom, assistant to Stuart I. Greenbaum, Ph.D., dean of the Olin
School of Business; and Charlie Katzman, 11, son of Hilary
Skirboll, administrator in University College, work on "marshmallow structures" in the Lopata Hall Gallery.

Chimps with little or no human contact
discovered in remote African rain forest

Housing program expands
to include part of St. Louis
BY ANDY CLENDENNEN

Employees looking to take
advantage of the University's
employer-assisted housing program now have some more
options when looking for houses.
Effective immediately, the program can now be used in an area
of the city of St. Louis bounded
south by Delmar Boulevard, west
by Hodiamont Avenue, north by
the Bi-State right of way, and east
by Belt Avenue.
"All things were aligned right
for this," said Brian Phillips, executive director of the Washington

University Medical Center
Redevelopment Corporation,
which administers the program.
"With the ongoing development
on the eastern Loop with The
Pageant and the Regional Arts
Council Building going up, the
area is just taking off.
"It was the perfect opportunity
to open the program to another
region close to the University and
offer some affordable housing."
The addition marks the first
time a new, large-scale construction effort has been included in
the program. Two subdivisions —
See Housing, Page 5

Change is in the air for numerous students about to graduate, but change is happening in a
less visible — for now — capacity.
The University is working on a
new home page for its Web site,
wustl.edu. Although not up and
working just yet, a test version
can be found either by following
the link at the top of the current
home page or by going to
webmaster. wustl.edu:81.
The test page will be available
through early May.
Along with Web Editor Colleen
Lyerla and Webmaster Gail
Wright, the team has incorporated
several changes for the proposed
new site in an effort to make it
more aesthetically pleasing, easier
to use and more useful in general.
"The redesign team has taken
into account feedback received
after the presentations to the
University Council and University
Management Team in January,"
said Mary Ellen Benson, assistant
vice chancellor and executive
director of University Publications.
Some benefits of the proposed
Web site will include streamlining
and simplifying home page items,
refreshing the design (background
color, printable pages, changeable
See Home page, Page 6

BY SUSAN KILLENBERG MCGINN

This adult female and her infant
son in the Goualougo Triangle
are photographed during their
first contact with humans.

Ion Earth" by National Geographic, and Time describes it as
the "Last Eden."
The Goualougo Triangle, nestled between two rivers in a
Central African rain forest, is so
remote that primate researchers
— who traveled 34 miles, mostly
by foot, from the nearest village
through dense forests and
swampland to get there — have
discovered a rarity: chimpanzees
that have had very little or no
contact at all with humans.
The chimpanzees' behavior
when first coming in contact with

the researchers was a telltale sign
of lack of human exposure — the
chimpanzees didn't run and hide.
Unlike chimpanzees in zoos
that seem to appreciate being the
center of human attention, chimpanzees in the wild need to be
habituated to the presence of
humans, a process that can take
several years.
Dave Morgan, a field researcher with the Wildlife Conservation
Society, Republic of Congo, and
Crickette Sanz, a doctoral candidate in anthropology in Arts &
Sciences, reported their study of
"Naive Encounters With Chimpanzees in the Goualougo TriSee Chimps, Page 5
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Himes appointed as Henry E. Hampton, Jr. Artist-in-Residence
BY NEIL SCHOENHERR

Ron Himes, founder and
producing director of the
St. Louis Black Repertory
Company, has been appointed as
the Henry E. Hampton, Jr. Artistin-Residence, according to
Edward S. Macias, Ph.D., executive vice chancellor and dean of
Arts & Sciences.
Himes, who received an honorary doctor of arts degree from
the University in 1998, will have a
joint appointment in the
Performing Arts
Department and in
African and AfroAmerican Studies, both in
Arts & Sciences.
"This will be a wonderful opportunity for
Arts & Sciences and
Washington University to
strengthen our ties with
Himes
the St. Louis community
through the Black Repertory
Company," Macias said. "In addition, Ron has already done some
great work with our students in
his role as lecturer in African and
Afro-American Studies, and we
look forward to his creating some
exciting opportunities for them in
his new position."
The St. Louis Black Repertory
Company has developed a

national reputation for staging
quality productions from an
African-American perspective.
Himes founded the company in
1976 while still a Washington
University student. He graduated
in 1978 from University College
in Arts & Sciences with a bachelor's degree in business administration.
Himes and other members of
the Black Rep began producing
plays on campus and soon started
touring college campuses. In
1981, the group found a
home in the former sanctuary of Greeley
Presbyterian Church in
north St. Louis, which the
company converted into
a theater space and renamed the 23rd Street
Theatre.
In 1991, the company
moved into the former
First Congregational
Church building after a multimillion-dollar renovation. Located in
the heart of the Grand Center
arts and education district in
midtown, the building was
renamed the Grandel Theatre.
Under Himes' leadership, the
Black Rep has grown to become
the largest African-American performing arts organization in
Missouri and one of the five

largest African-American theater
companies in the country.
The Black Rep conducts educational programs on the arts,
including acting classes on creative drama, poetry, performance
and improvisation for children
ages 6-17 on Saturday mornings.
More than 5,000 middle- and
high-school students from across
the region attend weekday matinee performances by the Black
Rep at Grandel Theatre throughout the regular season. And the
Black Rep sponsors summer theater camps and workshops for
children during the summer.
The Black Rep's Professional
Intern Program helps students
make the transition from the academic world to the theater world.
Each year, six or seven interns act,
teach workshops, provide production support and assist in the

administrative office. In addition,
interns have an opportunity to
take master's classes with guest
directors, performers and playwrights.
Himes has produced and
directed more than 100 plays at
the Black Rep, including August
Wilson's The Piano Lesson and the
Black Rep's own I Remember
Harlem II.
His acting credits include starring roles in The Meeting, When
the Chickens Came Home to Roost,
Boesman and Lena, Joe Turners
Come and Gone and I'm Not
Rappaport.
In 1994, he took the Black
Rep's production of The Meeting
to the John F. Kennedy Center for
the Performing Arts in Washington, DC.
Respected both in St. Louis
and nationwide for his contribu-

tions to the arts, Himes has
served on boards, panels and
advisory councils for a number of
arts organizations, including the
National Endowment for the
Arts, the John F. Kennedy Center,
the Arts and Humanities Commission, the Missouri Alliance for
Arts Education, the Lila Wallace/
Reader's Digest Foundation and
the Midwest African-American
Arts Alliance.
Henry E. Hampton Jr., who
graduated from the University in
1961, came to national attention
in 1987 when he chronicled the
history of the U.S. Civil Rights
Movement as producer of the
acclaimed six-part PBS documentary Eyes on the Prize: America's
Civil Rights Years, 1954-1965.
As president of Blackside Inc.,
a film-production company he
See Himes, Page 5

Presidential debate in 2004:
WUSTL considered as a host
Washington University is one of
14 sites around the country
being considered to host one of
the fall 2004 presidential debates,
according to the Commission on
Presidential Debates (CPD).
This is the fourth consecutive
time the University has been listed
as a potential debate site.
The University hosted the
presidential debate between
George W Bush and Al Gore on
Oct. 17, 2000, and was the site of
the first nationally televised threecandidate presidential debate on
Oct. 11,1992 — featuring Republican George Bush, Democrat Bill
Clinton and Reform Party candidate Ross Perot.
In addition, the University was
named to host a 1996 presidential
debate that eventually was canceled.
"I am delighted that St. Louis
is again being considered for one
of the debates planned for the fall
of 2004," Chancellor Mark S.
Wrighton said. "We are very excited about the prospect of hosting
one of the world's most widely
covered political events.
"If St. Louis is again selected as

a host site, it will be a credit to
everyone in the region, all of
whom have worked together to
make previous debates so successful."
The University is once again
offering use of its Field House,
located in the Athletic Complex.
The expertise and experience of
the faculty and staff combined
with enthusiastic volunteer assistance from students have been a
major factor in the success of previous debates at the University.
Traditionally, there have been
three presidential debates and one
vice-presidential debate. No dates
have yet been set for fall 2004.
The CPD is a nonpartisan,
nonprofit organization established
in 1987 that is responsible for
selecting the venues and producing the presidential debates. CPD
Executive Director Janet H. Brown
announced the commission had
received bids to host the 2004
debates from colleges and universities, cities and organizations
throughout the nation.
The commission is expected
to announce the debate sites in
November.

DNA Science Days Chris Mohr (right), Science Outreach laboratory manager, sits down to
lunch in Rebstock Hall with students from Jennings High School April 25 during a DNA Science
Days field trip. The students' teacher, Karen Thompson, is third from the right. DNA Science Days
is an educational field-trip program featuring undergraduate-level lab work centered around the
themes of genetics and genetics laboratory tools. The program is made possible through funding
by the Howard Hughes Medical Institute. Students from Jennings High attended programs April 25
and May 2, and students from University City High School attended programs April 28-29.

Visa renewal process could delay return to U.S.
BY NEIL SCHOENHERR

The University's international
students, faculty and researchers should carefully consider making visits outside the
United States — particularly if a
new visa is needed to return,
according to Kathy Steiner-Lang,
director of the Office of International Students and Scholars.
New visa application procedures could result in a delayed
return to this country.
"Since the fall of 2001, new
procedures have been implement-

PICTURING OUR PAST

ed to ensure more security in the
visa and immigration processes,"
Steiner-Lang said. "All consulates
are carrying out new procedures,
including interviews for all applicants. Summer is the peak season
for visa applications due to
increases in tourism and study
abroad during that period."
All visa and immigration
applicants are required to undergo a series of security checks
before the application is
approved. The combination of all
these factors means that longer
processing times for visa and
immigration applications should
be anticipated — anywhere from
a few weeks to several months.
"University departments that
employ international students,
faculty and researchers need to
understand that if someone takes
a vacation outside the United
States, the visa process may delay
return for a lengthy period of

Washington University community news
Editor Kevin M. Kiley
Associate Editor Andy Clendennen
Assistant Editor Neil Schoenherr
Associate Vice Chancellor Judith Jasper Leicht
Executive Editor Susan Killenberg McGinn
Medical News Editor Kimberly Leydig
Production Carl Jacobs

News & Comments
(314)935-6603
Campus Box 1070
kevin_kiley@aismail.wustl.edu

Although the annual Maypole Dance was traditionally a European custom, it was popular in the
United States as well. Here, women students in 1908 dance around the Maypole outside McMillan
Hall, then the women's dormitory.
Washington University will be celebrating its 150th anniversary in 2003-04..
Special programs and events will be announced as the yearlong observance approaches.

MedicaI News

(314)286-0119
Campus Box 8508
leydigk@msnotes.wustl.edu

time," Steiner-Lang said. "Also,
the process for new international
students and scholars will likely
be lengthy, so early applications
are advised."
While a student or scholar may
desire to travel outside the United
States, the University cannot ever
guarantee re-entry to the United
States. Therefore, international
students, faculty and researchers
should seriously weigh the consequences of international travel
and must determine the extent to
which a trip abroad will jeopardize the completion of the academic or research program, SteinerLang said.
Staff members in the Office
for International Students and
Scholars are available to outline
the necessary procedures, documentation and risks for the individual student, faculty member
or researcher. For more information, call 935-5910.
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School of Medicine Update

Stent research leads to FDA approval
BY GILA

John M. Lasala, M.D., Ph.D., professor of medicine,
reviews images of cardiac blood vessels in the
catheterization lab.

Z. RECKESS

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) recently approved
the use of a drug-coated stent to
treat patients with clogged cardiac
arteries.
These stents — metal mesh tubes
used as scaffolding to keep blood vessels
open and unclogged — are laced with
low doses of the drug sirolimus to help
prevent clogging. The University was
one of the key participants in the
research that led to FDA approval.
These are the first drug-coated stents
to receive federal approval.
"Drug-coated stents may be the
most important advancement in intervention^! cardiology this decade," said
John M. Lasala, M.D., Ph.D., professor
of medicine and director of cardiac
catheterization at the School of
Medicine and Barnes-Jewish Hospital.
Lasala was the medical center's principal
investigator for studies involving
sirolimus-coated stents and led the team
in three such trials.

About 11 million Americans suffer
from coronary artery disease, an inflammation of the blood vessels that deliver
oxygen to the heart. Coronary artery disease can lead to chest pain or heart attack
and remains the single leading killer of
men and women in this country.
To treat the buildup of plaque that
causes coronary artery disease, interventional cardiologists first use a balloon to
reopen the blood vessel (a procedure
called angioplasty) and then insert an
expandable stent, which supports the vessel wall and maintains blood flow. This
approach is less invasive and less expensive
than the alternative: traditional bypass
surgery.
In 2002, there were 1,320 stent procedures performed at Barnes-Jewish Hospital.
Unfortunately, roughly 15 percent to
20 percent of all stented vessels close
again, or restenose, after the procedure,
and patients must undergo a second
catheterization.
By coating the stent with drugs,
researchers hope to block the cell growth
that produces scar tissue and prevent

reclogging. Studies of drug-coated stents
in Europe and the United States indicate
that these new devices can more than
halve the rate of restenosis.
"It is absolutely astounding how
much progress we've made in the last
decade," Lasala said. "Now, thanks to
drug-coated stents, we're close to the
'holy grail' — single-digit restenosis
rates. These results provide hope for
treating millions of cardiac patients."
The stents coated in sirolimus (also
known as rapamycin or Rapamune) are
manufactured by Johnson & Johnson.

State of the School
William A. Peck, M.D., executive vice chancellor for medical affairs and dean of the
medical school, will present to faculty the
State of the School of Medicine Address at
4:30 p.m. May 6; a reception will be held at
4 p.m. Peck will present the address again at
noon May 14; box lunches will be available at
11:30 a.m. Both addresses will be held at the
Eric P. Newman Education Center.

Scientists discover mechanism that propels parasite into cells
BY DARRELL

E. WARD

School of Medicine researchers
have discovered that a common
protein known as aldolase, which
is used in cells to produce energy
from sugars, serves as a kind of
"drive shaft" in the parasite
Toxoplasma as it propels itself into
host cells to cause infection.
The findings appeared in the
April issue of the journal
Molecular Cell.
"These findings reveal an
important new detail about the
molecular mechanism Toxoplasma
uses to penetrate cells," said study
leader L. David Sibley, Ph.D., professor of molecular microbiology.
"Identifying the molecular interactions that govern motility may
allow development of small mole-

cules that block this mechanism
and perhaps lead to new treatments for diseases such as toxoplasmosis and malaria.
"That's an ambitious undertaking, and there are many hurdles to
overcome, but given the importance of these diseases, it is a possibility we must explore."
About 35 million people in the
United States — and up to a quarter of the world's population —
are thought to be infected with
Toxoplasma. But only those with
weakened immunity typically
develop severe toxoplasmosis,
which can lead to birth defects,
brain inflammation and vision
problems.
People usually acquire the
infection by accidentally swallowing spores from contaminated soil,

water, cat litter or objects that have
had contact with cat feces, or by
eating raw or undercooked meat,
especially chicken, pork, lamb or
venison.
Once consumed, the parasite
bores into cells where it reproduces
asexually. These organisms then
bore into other cells and reproduce
again.
Previous research had shown
that Toxoplasma uses a protein
known as micronemal protein 2
(MIC2) to recognize and attach to
host cells. MIC2 molecules bind to
receptors on the host cell, thus
gripping the membrane. The parasite moves these adhesin-receptor
complexes over its surface from
front to back like a tractor tread.
This concerted action propels
the host membrane around the

parasite as it enters the cell.
Scientists also knew that the
parasite uses its elaborate cytoskeleton as a mini-muscle — a tiny
motor of actin and myosin proteins — to power the tractor tread.
But it was unclear how the motor
was connected to the tractor tread.
Some scientists believed that MIC2
was linked directly to the minimuscle. Sibley and other scientists,
however, couid find no evidence of
a direct interaction.
That's when Sibley and firstauthor Travis J. Jewett, a doctoral
student in the Program in Molecular Microbiology and Microbial
Pathogenesis, went fishing with the
tail of the MIC2 molecule. They
wanted to find what that tail piece,
which projects through the cell
membrane to the inside of the

one-celled parasite, would bind to.
And that led them to aldolase.
The Sibley laboratory is studying
the interaction between MIC2 and
aldolase in greater detail to determine the specific residues in each
protein that are involved. Knowing
the details of how Toxoplasma penetrates cells will also improve the
understanding of how related parasites cause infection.
These include parasites like
malaria that enter host cells using
an analogous mechanism.
"We were surprised to discover
that aldolase served this function
in Toxoplasma," Sibley said. "It
shows that aldolase and perhaps
other proteins can hold dual roles
in the cell. We should keep that
possibility in mind when assessing
the possible function of proteins."

Grant program allows residents
to pursue own research projects
BY JIM DRYDEN

The School of Medicine recently
launched its Mentors in Medicine Research Grants program,
which provides mentoring to
interested residents as part of
their training.
The program is the only one of
its kind in the United States.
"During residency, many physicians are unable to pursue research
unless they work in the laboratory
of an established investigator," said
Brian K. Dieckgraefe, M.D., Ph.D.,
assistant professor of medicine and
director of the program. "Because
this program provides funding,
these residents can pursue their
own research interests."
As part of the program, which
is generously funded by a consortium of pharmaceutical firms, 11
medical school residents have
received funding to conduct basic
and clinical research. They still are
paired with established investigators, but because they have funding, residents in the program now
have the ability to look into questions that interest them.
As with most research awards,
grants from Mentors in Medicine
were awarded only after residents
demonstrated the value of their
projects through a competitive
application process. University
faculty members reviewed the
proposals, and they awarded 11
new grants, providing funding
between $3,000 and $6,000 per
project.
This year, the program awarded approximately $75,000 to fund

research projects, but unlike
much of the research sponsored
by pharmaceutical firms, the
investigators funded through this
program are not necessarily testing particular treatments designed
by those drug companies.
"This program is intended to
provide our residents with opportunities to interact more closely
with faculty and to help feed the
hunger that many of them develop to truly begin addressing some
of the patient-relevant problems
they encounter on a daily basis,"
said Daniel M. Goodenberger,
M.D., professor of medicine and
director of the department's
House Staff Training Program.
Projects funded in this first
year of the program include a
comparison of two FDA-approved
therapies for heart failure to
determine whether one is better at
increasing exercise capacity in
heart-failure patients.
Another study will look at
whether selenium supplements
might reduce the risk of colon
cancer. One project will investigate an antibody therapy to inhibit immune system cells to learn
whether that can help patients
with ulcerative colitis.
Another will compare the
effects of the Atkins Diet to a
standard low-fat diet based on the
Food Pyramid by examining the
effects of the two diets on markers
for heart disease in patients with
type 2 diabetes.
"We think the projects that
have been funded spring from
good ideas that can be pursued

Christine Yeh, M.D., and 10 other residents can now pursue their own research studies thanks to the
Mentors in Medicine Research Grants program. Here, she updates Brian K. Dieckgraefe, M.D., Ph.D.,
assistant professor of medicine and director of the program, on her research project with Sam Klein,
M.D., the Danforth Professor of Medicine, which compares the Atkins Diet to a low-fat diet.
more easily because the residents
now bring something to 'the
table,'" Dieckgraefe said. "One of
the barriers to hooking up students with interested mentors is
that money is tight everywhere,
and it's difficult to pursue even
good ideas without funding.
"With these grants, mentors are
less likely to balk at spending
money to pursue these new ideas."
The Mentors in Medicine
Program can also help the pharmaceutical firms involved.
"A program like this can be a
benefit both to our students and
to the drug companies," Goodenberger said. "Not only will these
projects help our residents learn

about organizing and conducting
research, but the projects can also
assist the pharmaceutical firms by
training these residents-in how to
conduct clinical research.
"Drug companies rely on good
clinical researchers to investigate
treatments that are developed,
and currently there is a shortage
of good people trained to do this
translational, clinical research."
The 11 projects funded this
year provide a good start, but
Goodenberger and Dieckgraefe
said they hope the program will
grow. They would like to fund
between 20-25 projects annually.
That would give about one-quarter of the residents at the Uni-

versity a chance to pursue their
own research during their
training.
In addition to the educational
opportunities the program provides, it also might provide some
answers to questions that medical
residents face each day.
"They're on the front lines
dealing with patients," Dieckgraefe said. "That contact can
reveal opportunities and problems in treating patients with all
sorts of diseases. Not every treatment will be as revolutionary as
the X-ray or penicillin, but these
projects should help us take
incremental steps to improve
patient care."
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University Events
Korean War remembered by International Writers Center
BY LIAM OFTEN

Though sometimes labeled
America's "forgotten war,"
the Korean War deserves neither that title nor that fate.
The conflict, which ended 50
years ago this July, was among the
most destructive of the 20th century, claiming the lives of approximately 37,000 American soldiers,
up to 1 million Chinese combatants and as many as 4 million
Korean soldiers and civilians.
On May 8-10, the International Writers Center (IWC) in
Arts & Sciences — in conjunction
with the Missouri Historical
Society — will remember the war
with a conference called "The
Coldest War in the Cold War: The
Blood and Politics of the Korean
Conflict, 1950-1953." Events will
include lectures, film screenings
and panel discussions with more
than two-dozen scholars and veterans from around the country.
Sessions May 8 and May 10

Conference
Who: International Writers Center in
Arts & Sciences, in conjunction with
the Missouri Historical Society
What: "The Coldest War in the Cold
War: The Blood and Politics of the
Korean Conflict, 1950-1953"
When: May 8-10
Where: May 8 and May 10,
Des Lee Auditorium at the Missouri
Historical Society in Forest Park;
May 9, Women's Building Formal
Lounge
Admission: Free and open to the
public
For more information or a complete
schedule, call the International
Writers Center at 953-5576 or go
online to artsci.wustl.edu/~iwc.

will take place in the Des Lee
Auditorium at the Missouri
Historical Society in Forest Park.

Sessions May 9 will be held in the
Women's Building Formal
Lounge.
The May 8 program will
include a screening of The Steel
Helmet, Sam Fuller's classic 1951
Korean War drama, and a keynote address by Bruce Cumings,
author of The Origins of the Korean War, titled "War Is a Stern
Teacher: On the History 8c Memory of a Civil War."
May 9 will feature discussions
of "The Origins 8c The Impact of
the War" and "The Korean War &
The Cold War in America," as
well as two veterans' panels, one
with local veterans and the other
addressing "Minority Soldiers 8c
the War." The day's program will
conclude with a presentation of
the film Address Unknown (2001),
Kim Ki-Duk's controversial
examination of Korea's history of
Japanese colonialism, civil war
and American occupation.
The May 10 program will
begin with a lecture on "Women's

Narratives of the Korean War" by
Chungmoo Choi, author of
Dangerous Women: Gender and
Korean Nationalism, followed by
a panel on "Korean Perspectives
of the War" and, that afternoon,
the conference's third veterans'
panel.
The conference will conclude
with a keynote address titled
"What Did and Does the War
Mean?" by William Hammond,
senior historian with the U.S.
Army Center of Military History.
The Korean War looms large
with historical importance: It was
the first U.N.-sanctioned war; the
first war in which the United
States deployed integrated combat troops; and. the first test of
the American policy of containment of communism.
It also was the first "hot"
flashpoint of the Cold War and
the first (if unofficial) U.S. war
with China, as well as the first
limited U.S. war of the 20th century and the last American war

with a front line.
At home, the Korean War
raised concerns about the treatment of American prisoners of
war and added the word "brainwash" to our collective vocabulary. In 1952, President Harry S.
Truman decided not to run for
re-election in large part because
of the war's unpopularity, ultimately costing Democrats the
White House.
That the conflict continues to
haunt the American consciousness is evidenced by the lasting
popularity of films ranging from
The Manchurian Candidate to
M*A*S*H and a recent spate of
books, including Rethinking the
Korean War by William Whitney
Stueck and China's Road to the
Korean War by Jian Chen.
The conference is free and
open to the public. For more
information or a complete schedule, call the IWC at 953-5576 or
go online to artsci.wustl.edu
/~iwc.

More Fools Than Wise9 Student Art Exhibit • Verbal Working Memory
"University Events" lists a portion of the
activities taking place at Washington
University May 2-15. Visit the Web for
expanded calendars for the Hilltop
Campus (wustl.edu/calendar) and the
School of Medicine (medschool.wustl
.edu/calendars.html).

Exhibitions
Bachelor of Fine Arts Student Exhibition.
Continues through May 16. Gallery of
Art. 935-4523.

Lectures
Friday, May 2
9:15 a.m. Pediatric Grand Rounds.
"Reconstruction of Adolescent Breast
Deformities." Judith M. Gurley, asst.
prof, of surgery, plastic & reconstructive
and dir. of plastic surgery, Shriner's
Hospital for Crippled Children. Clopton
Aud., 4950 Children's Place. 454-6006.
Noon. Cell Biology & Physiology
Seminar. "Regulation of Cell Polarity
During Eukaryotic Chemotaxis: The
Chemotactic Compass." Orion Weiner,
dept. of cell biology, Harvard U.
McDonnell Medical Sciences Bldg.,
Rm. 426. 362-1668.
4 p.m. Chemistry Seminar. "The
Convergence of Biotechnology and
Microfabrication — A Bottom's Up
Approach to Nanostructure." Craig J.
Hawker, IBM Almaden Research Center,
Calif. McMillen Lab., Rm. 311.
935-6530.
4 p.m. Economics Lecture. Omicron
Delta Epsilon Distinguished Lecture.
"Strong Management, Weak Boards,
and Passive Investors: An American
Dilemma." John Biggs, former president, chairman and chief executive officer, TIAA-CREF. Simon Hall, Rm. 106.
935-5670.
4 p.m. Neuroscience Seminar.
"Neuroimaging Studies of Verbal
Working Memory." Julie Fiez, asst. prof,
of psychology, U. of Pittsburgh.
McDonnell Medical Sciences Bldg.,
Rm. 928. 362-7043.

Monday, May 5
Noon. Molecular Biology &
Pharmacology Seminar. "Evolution of
Lutropin to Chorionic Gonadotropin
Generates a Specific Routing Signal for
Apical Release in Vivo." Irving Boime,
prof, of molecular biology & pharmacology and of obstetrics & gynecology.
South Bldg., Rm. 3907, Philip
Needleman Library. 362-0183.

Tuesday, May 6
8:30 a.m.-noon. Center for Aging
Lecture. Annual Friedman Lecture.
"Policies, Trends, and Critical Issues in
an Aging America." Jeanette Takamura,
dean and prof, of gerontology and
social policy, Columbia U. School of
Social Work. Anheuser-Busch Hall,
Bryan Cave Moot Courtroom. 286-2881.
Noon. Molecular Microbiology &
Microbial Pathogenesis Seminar
Series. "Phylogenomics and the
Benefits of Combining Evolutionary

Reconstructions and Genome Analysis."
Jonathan A. Eisen, asst. investigator of
microbial genomics, Inst. for Genomic
Research, Rockville, Md. Cori Aud.,
4565 McKinley Ave. 362-3692.
2 p.m. Washington University Pain Center
Seminar. "Synaptic Integration in the
Olfactory Bulb." Gary Westbrook, sr. scientist, Vollum Inst., Ore. Health &
Science U. Clinical Sciences Research
Bldg., Rm. 5550. 362-8560.
4 p.m. Washington University
Computational Neuroscience Seminar.
"Statistical Inferences in Biological
Neural Networks." Alex Pouget, assoc.
prof, of brain & cognitive sciences, U. of
Rochester. Compton Hall, Rm. 241.
362-7043.

Wednesday, May 7
4 p.m. Biochemistry & Molecular
Biophysics Seminar. "Animal Operons:
Processing of Multigene C. elegans PremRNAs." Thomas Blumenthal, prof, and
chair of biochemistry & molecular genetics, U. of Colo. Cori Aud., 4565 McKinley
Ave. 362-0261.

Thursday, May 8
Noon. Genetics Seminar Series.
"Dissecting Prostate Tumorigenesis
Using Transcriptome Analysis." Jeffrey
Milbrandt, prof, of pathology & immunology and of internal medicine. McDonnell
Medical Sciences Bldg., Rm. 823.
362-2139.

Tuesday, May 13
Noon. Molecular Microbiology &
Microbial Pathogenesis Seminar
Series. "Influenza A Virus Replication
and Pathogenesis." Andrew Pekosz, asst.
prof, of molecular microbiology. Cosponsored by the Whitaker Young
Investigator Program. Cori Aud.,
4565 McKinley Ave. 362-1514.
4 p.m. Anesthesiology Research
Seminar. Shanelle Ko, graduate research
asst. in anesthesiology. Clinical Sciences
Research Bldg., Rm. 5550. 362-8560.
4 p.m. Siteman Cancer Center Genetics
Seminar Series. Steven B. Scholnick,
assoc. prof, of otolaryngology.
McDonnell Medical Sciences Bldg.,
Rm. 426. 454-8566.

Wednesday, May 14
4 p.m. Biochemistry & Molecular
Biophysics Seminar. "Radicals and
Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) and
Their Effects in Biological Systems: Can
Fluorescence Quantify Them?" Robert M.
Clegg, prof, of physics, U. of III. Cori
Aud., 4565 McKinley Ave. 362-0261.

Thursday, May 15
Noon. Genetics Seminar Series.
"Genomic Events in Breast Cancer
Evolution." Joe W. Gray, prof, of laboratory medicine and radiation oncology,
U. of Calif., San Francisco, Comprehen-

sive Cancer Center. McDonnell Medical
Sciences Bldg., Rm. 823. 362-2139.

On Stage
Thursday, May 8
8 p.m. Performing Arts Department
Performance. The Woodsby David
Mamet. Annamaria Pileggi, dir. (Also
8 p.m. May 9, 5 & 9 p.m. May 10 and
2 p.m. May 11.) Cost: $12, $8 for students, seniors, and WUSTL faculty and
staff. Tickets are available through the
Edison Theatre Box Office. Mallinckrodt
Student Center, A.E. Hotchner Studio
Theatre. 935-6543.

Music
Friday, May 2
8 p.m. Washington University Opera.
Comparing Manons, Cinderellas and
Figaros. (Also May 3, 8 p.m.) Karl
Umrath Hall Lounge. 935-4841.

Monday, May 5
8:30 p.m. Madrigal Concert. More Fools
Than Wise. Umrath Hall, Karl Umrath
Lounge. 935-4841.

Sports
Saturday, May 3
11 a.m. Softball vs. Webster U. WUSTL
Field. 935-4705.
9:30 a.m. Men's NCAA Division III Tennis
Central Regional. (Second-round matches 10 a.m. May 4.) Tao Tennis Center.
935-4705.

And more. ..
Sunday, May 4
8 p.m. School of Art Fashion Show. Art in
Motion. (7:30 p.m. reception.) Cost: $50,
$25 for students. Saint Louis Galleria
Garden Court. 935-9090.

Thursday, May 8
3 p.m. International Writers Center
Conference. "The Coldest War in the Cold
War: The Blood and Politics of the Korean
Conflict, 1950-1953." Co-sponsored by
the Missouri Historical Society. (Also
8:15 a.m.-7:30 p.m. May 9, Women's
Bldg. Formal Lounge; 8:15 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
May 10, Missouri Historical Society Des
Lee Aud.) Missouri Historical Society Des
Lee Aud. 935-5576.

Friday, May 9
9:15 a.m. Pediatric Grand Rounds.
"Understanding Human Neuronal
Migration Defects by Modeling in the
Mouse." Anthony J. Wynshaw-Boris,
assoc. prof, of pediatrics & medicine,
U. of Calif., San Diego, Medical School.
Clopton Aud. 4950 Children's Place.
454-6006.
Noon. Cell Biology & Physiology
Seminar. "Molecular Membrane Fusion
Machinery: Specificity and Regulation."
Thomas Sollner, asst. prof, of cellular
biochemistry & biophysics, Memorial
Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center.
McDonnell Medical Sciences Bldg.,
Rm. 426. 747-4233.

Monday, May 12
Noon. Molecular Biology & Pharmacology
Seminar. "Tissue-specific Use of an
Upstream Cleavage Site Within the
Prodomain Regulates BMP-4 Activity
and Signaling Range During Mammalian
Development." Jan Christian, assoc.
prof, of cell & developmental biology,
Ore. Health & Science U. South Bldg.,
Rm. 3907, Philip Needleman Library.
362-0183.
4 p.m. Immunology Research Seminar
Series. "The 3 E's of Cancer Immunoediting." Robert Schreiber, Alumni
Endowed Professor of pathology &
immunology. Eric P. Newman Education
Center. 362-2763.
5 p.m. Siteman Cancer Center Oncologic
Imaging Seminar Series. "MRI
Assessment of Tumor Microvascular
Permeability and Angiogenesis." Robert
Brasch, prof, of radiology and pediatrics
and dir., Center for Pharmaceutical &
Molecular Imaging, U. of Calif., San
Francisco. Center for Advanced Medicine,
Farrell Conference Rm. 1. 454-8566.

Talk abOUt breaking a leg In January, during the final dress rehearsal the night before the
scheduled debut of the Performing Arts Department in Arts & Sciences' production of David
Mamet's The Woods, senior Erin Whitten (top), who had built an honors thesis around her starring
role as Ruth, was practicing a fall when she tore both her ACL and surrounding cartilage in her
knee. Now, after months of rehab at the Rehabilitation Institute of St. Louis (where her "classmates" included a St. Louis Blues player), Whitten and co-star Brian Golden, as Nick, are back,
with performances at 8 p.m. May 8-9; 5 and 9 p.m. May 10; and 2 p.m. May 11, in the A.E. Hotchner
Studio Theatre in Mallinckrodt Student Center. Tickets are available at the Edison Theatre Box
Office. For more information, call 935-6543.

record.wustl.edu

Chimps
Had little or no previous
contact with humans
- from Page 1
angle" in the April issue of the
International Journal of
Primatology.
During two field seasons in
the Goualougo Triangle
(February-December 1999 and
June 2000-June 2001), Morgan
and Sanz encountered chimpanzees on 218 different occasions, totaling 365 hours of direct
observation. Their goal, as with
other researchers at various field
sites in Africa, was to directly
observe the full repertoire of
chimpanzee behavior, which
includes eating meat, sharing
food, grooming, mating and
using tools, such as large pounding sticks to break open bee hives
and leaf sponges to gather water.
During Morgan and Sanz's
first five minutes observing individual chimpanzees at their field
site, curiosity was the most common response the researchers
recorded from 84 percent of the
chimpanzees. The curious
responses from the chimpanzees
included staring at the human
observers, crouching and moving
closer to get a better view of
them, slapping tree trunks or
throwing branches down to elicit
a response, and making inquisitive vocalizations.
"Such an overwhelmingly
curious response to the arrival of
researchers had never been
reported from another chimpanzee study site," Sanz said.
"Researchers have occasionally
described encounters with apes
who showed curious behaviors
toward them. However, these
encounters were rare and usually
consisted of only a few individuals."
She said chimpanzees at these
other study sites most often fled
from human observers during
their initial contacts. Those
researchers only had glimpses of
individual chimpanzees as they
rapidly departed.
Researchers have dedicated
years at other field sites to habituating wild chimpanzees to human
presence so that the chimpanzees
regard the humans in their
midst as neutral elements not
to be feared. Morgan and Sanz

Housing
Employer-assisted program
includes part of St. Louis
- from Page 1
West End Estates and Maple
Acres — will provide nearly 100
new houses.
"After we started our program
(in 1997), we expanded to the
northeast University City neighborhood, to add to the diversity
of housing types available to our
employees," Phillips said. "We
weren't targeting a specific level
of employee; we wanted to make
sure we had affordable housing
for all of the University's employees, regardless of income.

Himes
Black Rep founder named
as Hampton resident
- from Page 2
founded in Boston in the late
1960s, he also served as executive
producer of the seven-hour PBS
documentary series The Great
Depression, which premiered on
PBS in fall 1993 to widespread
critical acclaim and received a
duPont-Columbia Silver Baton.
Hampton produced Malcolm
X: Make it Plain, a two-and-ahalf-hour documentary that
debuted on The American
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often were accepted at first
meeting.
"Behaviors such as tool use
and relaxed social interactions
were only seen after years of
patient habituation efforts,"
Morgan said of the other field
studies, including Jane Goodall's
site in Gombe Stream National
Park in East Africa. "Yet these
behaviors were sometimes
observed during our initial contacts with chimpanzees in the
Goualougo Triangle.
"And many of our initial contacts lasted for more than two
hours — some up to seven hours
— and ended only when we
chose to leave the chimpanzees to
continue our surveys. Oftentimes,
when we were leaving the chimpanzees, they would follow us
through the forest canopy."
Often the chimpanzees continued to exhibit behaviors indicating their naivete toward
humans after their initial curious
responses. Morgan and Sanz
define "naive" contacts as those in
which the chimpanzees in a
group showed interest in their
observers throughout an entire
encounter, other chimpanzees
joined the group being observed,
and they stayed for a relatively
prolonged time, with the average
encounter lasting 136 minutes.
These "naive" contacts accounted
for 69 percent of all chimpanzee
encounters.
Other types of encounters
occurred, Sanz noted, but much
less frequently. Of the 218
encounters, in 12 percent of
them, the chimpanzees showed
signs of nervousness, including
hiding behind vegetation or
climbing higher in the canopy; in
11 percent, they departed; and in •
8 percent, they ignored the
observers.
"The high frequency of curious responses to our arrival and
the naive contacts suggest that
the chimpanzees had had little or
no contact with humans," Sanz
said. "They certainly had not
formed negative associations
between human presence and
potential threats such as poaching, hunting and habitat destruction."

A pristine habitat
"During our research presence
in the Goualougo Triangle, we've
never encountered any other
humans or even their traces, such
as villages, campsites or paths,"

"Now, this expansion adds to
the diversity in terms of types of
houses available to our employees.
Developed in partnership
with Fannie Mae for University
employees, the employer-assisted
housing program provides second-mortgage loans to eligible
employees who buy a one- to
four-family home in an area outlined by the program. The program also is available to students
pursuing professional degrees.
The various lenders in the
program have products that will
allow participants to do purchase/rehab loans, zero-down
loans and multi-unit purchase
loans (up to a four-family).
For an informational packet
on the program, call 633-7913.

Experience in January 1994. He
was also the executive producer of
America's War on Poverty, which'
aired in January 1995, and
Breakthrough: The Changing Face
of Science in America, a documentary series that was broadcast
nationwide on PBS in April 1996.
Hampton died in 1998 at the
age of 58.
The Henry Hampton Collection, containing some 50,000 items,
is located in Olin Library. It is recognized as one of the world's
largest and best collections of
media materials on the Civil Rights
Movement.
For more on the collection,
visitlibrary.wustl.edu/units/spec
/filmandmedia.

This adult female and her infant son in the Goualougo Triangle are
photographed as they descend to the ground, departing from
where they had their first contact with humans.
Sanz added. "Because of the low
human density in northern
Congo and the remote location of
the Goualougo Triangle, it is
unlikely that these chimpanzees
had ever encountered humans."
The study site's history substantiates this conclusion,
Morgan said. People residing in
Bomassa, the closest village at 34
miles away, claim that they had
not visited the Goualougo
Triangle until initial surveys were
conducted in 1993 by University
alumnus Michael Fay, a conservationist with the New York-based
Wildlife Conservation Society
(WCS). At the time, Fay, who
earned a doctorate in anthropology in 1997, was part of a WCS
team documenting the importance of the Goualougo Triangle
to conservation and science.
The 100-square-mile
Goualougo Triangle is on the
southern end of the NouabaleNdoki National Park. When the
park was created in 1993, the
Goualougo Triangle was left out
because it was a part of a logging
concession.
After discovering this naive
chimpanzee population and their
trust in humans — as well as
having had naive contacts with
other primate species like gorillas
and monkeys that would be vulnerable to poachers and logging
— Morgan and Sanz felt an obligation to ensure their long-term
protection.
Naive encounters with the
chimpanzees put the Goualougo
Triangle at the top of the WCS'

list of priority conservation projects, Morgan said.
The chimpanzees' unique
behavior helped persuade
Congolese government officials
and the local logging company,
which had legal rights to the forest rich in mahogany and other
valuable hardwoods, to preserve
the pristine habitat.
In July 2001, representatives of
the WCS, the Congolese government and the logging company
announced that the Goualougo
Triangle was to be annexed to the
park and its intact ecosystem and
undisturbed animal populations
would be protected forever.

Goodall visits site
"Dave and Crickette's work on
this chimpanzee population is
simply amazing," said renowned
primatologist Robert W. Sussman, Ph.D., professor of anthropology and Sanz's and Fay's doctoral adviser. "There is no doubt
in my mind that this research will
lead to a much better understanding of chimpanzee ecology
and behavior and will set the
stage for data collection for years
to come.
"I also believe that this
research may lead to better models of the evolution of human
evolution because these chimpanzees are so free from human
interference."
Goodall, considered the
world's foremost authority on
chimpanzees, also found Morgan
and Sanz's discovery of a naive
chimpanzee population of such

great interest that she visited the
site last summer. In nearly 45
years of observing chimpanzees'
behavior in their environment
and working to gain their trust,
Goodall's visit to Goualougo
Triangle was the first at another
study site other than her own in
the forests of Gombe Stream
National Park.
Goodall was curious to see the
naive chimpanzees that she had
heard showed no fear of humans.
She also was interested in observing how these chimpanzees differed from those living at Gombe.
Within the past few years,
Goodall and other researchers
have been comparing chimpanzee
behaviors such as tool use and
social traditions that are passed
on from one individual to another through social learning.
The study of these "chimpanzee cultures" was limited to
sites in East and West Africa, Sanz
noted, because of political instability and logistical difficulties of
setting up long-term field sites in
Central Africa.
"Prior to the Goualougo
chimpanzee project," Morgan
said, "there were no sites where
researchers could conduct direct
observations of the behavior and
ecology of the central subspecies
of chimpanzee residing in the
largest tracts of undisturbed forest remaining in equatorial
Africa."
As a result of her visit to the
Goualougo Triangle — which
National Geographic covered and
featured in its April issue —
Goodall has extended her conservation efforts into Central Africa.
The Jane Goodall Institute
recently launched a fund-raising
"Campaign to Save the Rainforest
of the Congo Basin."
After her visit to the Goualougo Triangle, Goodall wrote to
the National Geographic Society:
"This study is of the utmost
importance — it is the first such
work to be undertaken in a rainforest that has not been exploited
by humans, where the chimpanzees, initially, had never seen
human beings. Such places are
becoming increasingly rare, and
the information that has already
come out of the research is both
fascinating and important."
"It was such an honor to have
Jane Goodall in our camp," Sanz
said. "Our field site is going on
four years and her site has been
active for that many decades! But
as we enter our fourth year in the
Goualougo Triangle, we have
accomplished a lot within a relatively short research presence,
including collecting detailed
behavioral data, and beginning to
describe the social structure of
several communities within the
study area.
"Although we will continue to
census individual chimpanzees
throughout the area," Sanz added,
"we hope to habituate only a few
communities in the core of the
study area. The other communities will be left to live their lives
free from human contact."
Editor's note: Photos are courtesy of National Geographic. All
rights reserved.

Campus Watch
The following incidents we re reported to University Police April 23-29. Readers with information that could as sist in investigating these
incidents are urged to call 935-5555. This information is provided as a public service to promote safety aware less and is available on
the University Police Web site at police.wustl.edu.

April 23

April 26

April 25

2:42 p.m. — The department
was advised of a suspicious,
unoccupied vehicle in the parking lot of the power plant. A
computer check revealed the
vehicle to have been stolen from
another jurisdiction. The vehicle
was towed.
April
28
r

10:48 a.m. — Four v windows in
the South 40 residen tial area
were broken by unkr lown persons throwing rocks

10:51a.m. — A University
employee reported that someone
stole property from her office
located inside the Cornerstone in

■
9:36 a.m. — A Unive rsity
employee reported f lat an
unknown person sto le two wall
portraits from the fii st and
lower levels of Janua ry Hall.
The portraits were la st seen at
2:30 p.m. April 22. T otal loss is
estimated at $1,340.

5

Gregg Resid ence Hall. Total loss
is fistimntCQ. at $159.
.. __
,
,, "■ ,
. ., ■
<,.
„ ,,

— A University stu:d that she lost her
ler keys attached
>mputer lab of

blmon HaU-

Addition ally, University Police
responded tc three reports each of
larceny and fire, two reports each
of assault an d property damage,
and one rep( irt each of suspicious
person, fraut i and violation of
protection oi ■der.
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SARS Web site to keep
University informed
BY NEIL SCHOENHERR

While there are no confirmed cases of the
mysterious severe acute
respiratory syndrome (SARS)
virus on campus, University
administrators and healthcare professionals want the
University community to be
knowledgeable and aware
about the disease.
The situation is changing
on a daily basis and a Web site
— sars.wustl.edu — has been
established to help keep faculty, staff and students informed.
To date, SARS has been
primarily centered in Asia
(mainland China and Hong
Kong, Singapore, and Hanoi,
Vietnam) as well as Toronto.
At this time, there is no indication of community spread
of SARS in the United States.
No member of the
Washington University community has been diagnosed
with SARS, nor have any confirmed cases of SARS been
treated in our affiliated hospitals or clinics.
However, in view of recent
travel advisories, the University will not support travel
to the affected areas by students, faculty members or
administrators until further
notice. SARS is a serious illness and the administration is
working to minimize the
impact on our community.
Symptoms of SARS
include:
• Fever of greater than
100.4 degrees Fahrenheit
(38 degrees Celsius);
• Chills or uncontrollable
shaking;
• Headache, fatigue and
muscle aches;
• Respiratory symptoms
such as dry, nonproductive
cough, or shortness of breath;
AND
• Travel within 10 days of
onset of symptoms to or from
an area with documented or
suspected community transmission of SARS;
OR
• Close contact within 10
days of onset of symptoms
with either a person with a
respiratory illness who traveled to a SARS area or a person known to be a suspect
SARS case.

Genome
SARS virus sequenced
in possibly record time
- from Page 1
microarray he developed for
identifying unknown viruses.
Microarrays enable scientists to compare an experimental genetic sample with thousands of known gene samples
simultaneously. DeRisi's
microarray contained genomes
from the best-known diseasecausing viruses.
DeRisi's virochip quickly
identified the virus as a coronavirus, but one with closer ties
to animal coronaviruses than
to known human ones.
To learn what made the
new virus unique, the genome
needed to be sequenced. For
this, DeRisi called on Mardis
and GSC Director Richard K.
Wilson, Ph.D., professor of
genetics and associate professor of molecular microbiology.
The new rapid sequencing
method Mardis and her GSC
colleagues had developed
allowed the isolation and
sequencing of DNA, which are

Students, faculty and staff
who may be ill with symptoms and contact history consistent with SARS should call
the University's Student
Health and Counseling
answer line at 726-9838. You
will be advised regarding the
best way to access health care.
Any student, faculty or
staff member returning from
any of the affected areas
should also contact this number for further information.
The University is working
in cooperation with St. Louisarea health departments and
with guidance from experts in
the School of Medicine to
provide current information
about this evolving situation.
For further information,
visit these SARS Web sites:
• The University's, sars
.wustl.edu;
• The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention's,
cdc.gov/ncidod/sars; and
• The World Health
Organization's, who.int
/csr/sars/en.
These sites are updated frequently, and the University's
recently established site will
be updated as more information is known about how
SARS will affect the University
and its operations.

Commencement
As the University's May 16
Commencement approaches,
many students and parents are
questioning whether they need
to take any special precautions
with respect to SARS.
It is recommended that
individuals who have recently
been in areas most affected by
SARS consider not traveling
to St. Louis for the graduation
ceremonies. SARS may be
contagious before the onset of
symptoms, and University
administration wants to be
sure there is a safe environment for all our graduates
and their guests.
Individuals who choose
to travel from SARS-affected
areas should contact (314)
726-9838 to arrange medical
screening. Commencement
will be broadcast live on the
Internet at commencement
.wustl.edu, and videotapes
will be made available afterward.

Sports
Track and field teams
sweep championships
Led by seniors Todd Bjerkaas,
Brett Pond, Valerie Lasko and
Elizabeth Stoll, both the men's
and women's track and field teams
dominated the University Athletic
Association Track and Field
Championships April 26-27 at
Case Western Reserve University.
For a men's squad that spent
nearly as much time in the training room as it did on the track
this spring, the win was especially
sweet. Bjerkaas, who has battled
foot, groin and ankle injuries all
year, finally was healthy enough to
put all the pieces together. His victories in the long jump and 100
meters set the tone for the men's
sprinters and jumpers. Bjerkaas
also anchored the men's 400meter relay, which took second,
and he took second in the 200
meters. For his efforts, Bjerkaas
was recognized as the meet's coMost Outstanding Performer.
Pond also battled injuries all
year, to his hamstring, back,
Achilles' and wrist, which kept
him out of competition throughout the entire outdoor season.
Taking only one attempt, Pond
won the pole vault. He took second in the javelin with a throw of
54.78 meters, a personal best by
more than four meters. He added
a fourth-place finish in the high
jump, and in the triple jump —
an event in which he had not
competed since junior high school
— Pond delivered a 13.24-meter
performance, good for fourth
place.
Lasko led the charge for the
women's team, capping a stellar
career with a perfect day in the
sprints. She decimated the field in
the 400 meters, racing to a schoolrecord, UAA record and NCAA
provisional qualifying time of
57.29. She came back less than an
hour later to complete the longsprint double, winning the 200
meters with another personal
record, handled second-leg duties
on the winning 400-meter relay,
and anchored the victorious
1600-meter relay. Both relays provisionally qualified for the
NCAA Outdoor Track and Field
Championships, and the 1600meter relay team set both school
and UAA records.
Stoll continued her torrid
spring with a pair of victories.
The two-time All-American high
jumper, who currently has the
leading mark in the country in
that event, won her sixth UAA
high jump title, her third outdoors.

Other updates
"We received samples
on Friday, we completed
the sequencing by
Monday, and we sent
out the sequence data
the following Friday.
That rate of completion
is unheard of."

The baseball team headed to Case
Western Reserve University looking to bolster its hopes for a postseason berth and instead left town

eoo

Bears freshman David Skiba, who won the 400-meter hurdles in
54.07 seconds — a personal best by more than a second — and
placed second in the 110-meter hurdles in 15.03, took home Rookie
of the Year honors at the University Athletic Association Track and
Field Champsionships. Skiba also ran the third leg on the secondplace 400-meter relay.

WUSTL to host men's NCAA tennis regional
The NCAA Division III Tennis
Committee selected 27 mens
teams and 26 womens teams for
the NCAA Division III Tournament. The men will host firstand second-round matches in
the central region. Along with
the 12-5 Bears, other teams are
Keriyon College (18-3), Kalamazoo College (13-11) and
with three losses in four games.
The 1-3 week drops the Bears to
20-13 with six games remaining
in the regular season. The host
Spartans swept a doubleheader
April 26, rolling to a 10-2 win in
Game 1 and a 10-5 win in
Game 2. Steve Schmidt was
touched for 13 hits and nine
runs in the opener as the Bears
managed just five hits. In the
nightcap, the Bears scored just
twice after scoring three times
in the top of the first. The Bears
picked up an 11-8 win in the
first game April 27. William
Schierding got the win and Matt
Knepper threw the final two
innings to get the save. Joel
Farrell and Mark Pydynowski
each had three hits and Joe Kelly
knocked in four runs. Three
errors led to four unearned runs
as the Bears dropped the final
game, 7-4.
For the ninth straight year,
the women's tennis team finished as runner-up at the UAA
Championships, hosted this
year by the University. The
Bears posted a 9-0 win over
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DePauw University (8-8). The
men will open play May 3
against DePauw, with secondround matches the following
day. The 16-4 women's team is
traveling to DePauw, where it
will face Denison College (12-2)
May 3. Other teams in the
bracket are Albion College
(19-6) and DePauw (23-3).
McKendree College early in the
week before hosting the tournament April 25-27. WUSTL
rolled past the University of
Chicago in the rain-shortened
first round, 5-0, before picking
up a 7-2 win over Brandeis in
the semifinals. Top-ranked
Emory University, which had
won all 15 UAA titles prior to
this weekend, made it 16
straight with a 9-0 win over the
Bears in the title match.
The No. 25 Softball team
split a pair of games April 26-27
at the Illinois Wesleyan Tourney.
In the opening game, the Bears
scored two runs in the top of
the eighth to post a 2-1 win over
No. 6 Illinois Wesleyan. Junior
Lorri Fehlker (7-1) picked up
the win in relief. In Game 2, the
Bears made five errors and had
only two hits in a 7-1 loss to
Chicago.
The No. 7 men's tennis team
had its hopes dashed April 27 of
winning its first UAA championship by placing second for the
sixth straight year with a 5-2
loss to top-ranked Emory.
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normally two separate steps in
the sequencing process, to
occur almost simultaneously.
"We received samples on
Friday, we completed the
sequencing by Monday, and we
sent out the sequence data the
following Friday," Wilson said.
"That rate of completion is
unheard of."
Mardis added that "using
the viral chip and the new
sequencing method together
can give us a lot of information about a new virus in less
than a week's time. That's a
very powerful method, compared to commonly used clinical tests."
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A test version of the University's new home page is online at
webmaster.wustl.edu:81; you can e-mail comments and questions
to webmaster@wustl.edu.

photos), incorporating user feedback about how they use pages
(users usually go straight to the
search engine, they don't necessarily read lists on a page), and
adding news headlines or highlights to the home page, which
the majority of universities do.
There is currently no time
frame for the official launch of
the new Web site, although the
tentative plan is to have it ready
to go before the fall semester.
The new home page won't
affect department-level Web sites,
because the departments' sites are
on different servers than the
home page, which is maintained
by Wright's office.
Comments and questions
about the proposed site may be
directed to webmaster@wustl.edu.
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Notables

Mathematics competitions see WUSTL students excel
BY TONY FITZPATRICK

The University placed two
students in the top 100 finishers — and another two
in the top 200 — in the recent
national William Lowell Putnam
Mathematical Competition.
That's out of approximately
3,349 participants from 376 colleges and universities in the
United States and Canada.
The University also had winning teams in the Missouri
Collegiate Mathematics
Competition, which it hosted in
April.
The Putnam competition is
an exam open to undergraduates

in the United States and Canada.
Students work individually and
are graded individually.
For Washington University,
Aaron Hauptmann was 61st
nationally and received an honorable mention, and Adam
Marcus was 92nd.
Bryce Johnson and Andrew
Foerster were in the second
hundred.
Twelve other WUSTL undergraduates were in the top 25
percent.
A school can designate three
students in advance to be the
school's team. The school's
ranking is based on how well the
team members do.

The University's team was
58th nationally and was coached
by Carl M. Bender, Ph.D., professor of physics, and Richard
Rochberg, Ph.D., professor of
mathematics, both in Arts 8c
Sciences.
The exam consists of 12 difficult questions, each worth 10
points. The difficulty of the
exam is indicated by the fact
that a score of 3 out of 120 is
enough to put a student in the
top half of the people who take
the exam; a score of 56 out of
120 was good enough to place a
student in the top 100 this year.
Sponsored by the Missouri
section of the Mathematical
Association of America, the

Missouri Collegiate Mathematics Competition was held
as part of the annual section
meeting.
Only two official teams
were allowed to enter the competition from each school, and
only those teams were eligible
for awards. Unofficial teams
could also be entered.
A total of 26 official teams
and six unofficial teams participated. Team participants
included about 93 undergraduate students from 16 Missouri
colleges and universities.
The two official WUSTL
teams ranked in first place
(Ben Birnbaum, Aaron
Hauptmann and Nat Watson)

and fourth place (Matt Dobson,
Adam Marcus and Ben Robinson.)
The University also entered two
unofficial teams. One of these
(Chris Hrdlicka, Matt Ince and
Nate Ince) actually ranked second
of the 32 teams in terms of test
scoring; the other (Do-Hsiang Lai)
ranked 10th.
The trophy for the first-place
win will be displayed in the case at
the east end of the first floor hall
of Cupples I Hall.
Rochberg coordinated the
Mathematical Association of
America contest teams. Blake
Thornton, Ph.D., coordinator of
lower-division teaching, coordinated the logistics for the
University to host the contest.

Early named to education resource team
BY NEIL SCHOENHERR

Gerald L. Early, Ph.D., the Merle
Kling Professor of Modern
Letters, professor of English and
of African and Afro-American
Studies, all in Arts & Sciences, has
been appointed by Gov. Bob
Holden to the Missouri Academic
Resource Team, which will serve
as an advisory group to the
Commission on the Future of
Higher Education.
"I am pleased to be asked to
serve the state of Missouri in this
way and look forward to serving
the commission in whatever way
it needs me," Early said.
Constituents of the Academic
Resource Team are selected from
the academic community to pro-

vide technical and policy-related
information and other assistance
as requested by the commission
in fulfilling its mission. Holden
created the commission to make
recommendations on how
Missouri can strengthen the link
between higher education and
economic growth in the state.
Early, who also is director of
the International Writers Center
in Arts & Sciences, is the editor of
several volumes, including The
Sammy Davis, Jr., Reader (2001)
and The Muhammad Ali Reader
(1998). Early is the author of The
Culture of Bruising: Essays on
Prizefighting, Literature, and
Modern American Culture, which
won the 1994 National Book
Critics Circle Award for criticism.

Neureuther winners announced by libraries
BY ANDY CLENDENNEN

University students Stephanie
Hanson, Michael J. Murphy,
Steven A. Pijut and Steve Scharre
have won the 16th Annual Carl
Neureuther Student Book
Collection Competition, sponsored by University Libraries.
This competition invites fulltime WUSTL students who collect books to compete for cash
prizes by writing an original essay
about their collection, compiling
a bibliography and submitting
several books from the collection.
First- and second-place winners are named in two categories,
graduate students and undergraduates. First-place winners take
home a prize of $750; secondplace winners receive $500.
Murphy won first prize among
graduate students for his essay
and collection titled "Zap! Pow!
Out!: Twentieth Century Queer
Comics." He is a doctoral candidate in art history in Arts &
Sciences.
Pijut won the second-place
graduate award. His collection is
titled "Marginally Speaking: A

Collection of Modernist and
Post-Modernist Texts." He is
working on a doctorate in English
literature in Arts & Sciences.
Hanson, a senior majoring in
English literature and psychology
in Arts & Sciences, is the firstplace undergraduate winner. She
calls her collection "Constructing
Meaning From the World: A
Fusion of International Fiction,
Poetry and Essays."
Scharre, a junior Religious
Studies student in Arts &
Sciences, won the second-place
award for undergraduates. His
book collection is titled "Jesus,
Muhammad and the Relentless
War for Peace."
Carl Neureuther, a 1940 graduate of the School of Business,
created the contest to encourage
University students to pursue lifelong learning through reading.
He believed reading fostered
intellectual growth and encouraged the development of personal
libraries.
Neureuther also left University
Libraries an endowment to support the PopLit collection, housed
on the main level of Olin Library.

Dean S recognition (From left) Ricki Sheldon (physics), Matthew Cashen (philosophy), Shawn
Resler (chemistry) and Keith Beutler (history) talk after receiving a Dean's Award of Teaching
Excellence from the Graduate School of Arts & Sciences April 24 in the Women's Building Formal
Lounge. Each spring, Robert E. Thach, Ph.D., dean of the Graduate School of Arts & Sciences,
recognizes outstanding teaching assistants with a cash prize and certificate of encomium. Other
winners this year were Jie Zhang (Asian and Near Eastern languages and literatures), Allison
Miller (biology/biomedical sciences), Jing Zhang and Vicki Rapti (comparative literature, team
award), Jennifer Romney (English), Meghan Barnes (German, Women and Gender Studies), Kathy
Bradfield (philosophy-neuroscience-psychology) and Jennifer Burbridge (psychology).

Campus Authors
James V. Wertsch, Ph.D., the Marshall S. Snow Professor in Arts & Sciences

Voices of Collective Remembering
(Cambridge University Press, 2002)
There is currently a great deal of
discussion in the humanities
and social sciences about collective memory, but there is very little agreement on what it is.
The first goal of this volume is
to review various understandings
of this term to bring some coherence to the discussion. Drawing
on this review, James V. Wertsch
goes on to outline a particular

Obituary
Sherman, professor emeritus of biochemistry in psychiatry, 75
BY JIM DRYDEN

William R. Sherman, Ph.D., professor emeritus of biochemistry in psychiatry in the School of
Medicine, died at his home from
complications of Shy Drager disease Saturday, April 26, 2003. He
was 75.
Born in Seattle, Sherman served
in the Army from 1945-46. He
earned an undergraduate degree
from Columbia University and
later earned a doctorate from the
University of Illinois in 1955.
He came to the University in
1961 as a research assistant of bio-

chemistry in psychiatry. He
became a research assistant professor in 1963, and he remained
at the University until his
retirement.
One of his
major research
findings
involved identifying key
enzymes in the
pathway
Sherman
through which
the drug lithium has its effects. His findings led
to numerous studies examining

the possible role of those enzymes
in bipolar disorder, also known as
manic-depressive illness.
Sherman is survived by his
wife of 52 years, Ethel; a son,
Peter; a daughter, Lisa; and two
grandchildren, Sarah and
Nicholas Colt.
A private memorial service
was held.
The family has requested that
any memorial contributions be
made to the Memory Diagnostic
Center's Zalie and Belle Levin
Fund, 4488 Forest Park Ave., Suite
160, St. Louis, MO 63108. For
more information, call 286-1967.

version of collective remembering grounded in the use of 'textual resources,' especially narratives.
This takes him into the special properties of narrative that shape this
process and into the
issues of how these textual resources are produced
and consumed. Wertsch
brings these general ideas
to life by examining the
rapid, massive transformation of collective
j
a.
Wertsch
memory during the transition from Soviet to
post-Soviet Russia.
— Taken from the book jacket
"I decided to take on this
book project in conjunction
with our efforts at the University
to write a proposal for the Henry
R. Luce Foundation Professor of
Collective and Individual
Memory," Wertsch said. "As we
went through the search to fill
the position, it became clear to
me how wide open, exciting and
undefined the notion of collective memory is. Once Pascal R.
Boyer arrived as the Henry Luce
Professor of Collective and
Individual Memory, I found this
discussion led me in other unanticipated directions, which only

whetted my appetite further."
"Among other things, I
found that the topic of collective memory lent itself well to
the kind of interdisciplinary
work that the University
is so good at encouraging. It allowed me to
build an intellectual link
between my old home
in the Department of
Education in Arts &
Sciences while taking on
new activities in the
International and Area
Studies Program — and
still work with colleagues in psychology and other
departments as well.
"Voices of Collective
Remembering differs from other
treatments of the topic because
it draws on the massive literature in the psychology of memory and at the same time
addresses issues in sociology,
history, politics, and anthropology such as the state control of
collective memory.
"It also provides a systematic
look at such state control in one
of the most interesting natural
laboratories in the world —
that provided by the transition
from Soviet to post-Soviet
Russia."
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Jody O'Sullivan, Ph.D., professor of electrical engineering and of biomedical engineering in the School of Engineering & Applied Science
and associate professor of radiology in the School of Medicine, illustrates electricity and magnetism to rapt students at Our Lady of
Lourdes School in University City during Science Day at the school.

Developing security technology
uring the Vietnam War
era, when Jody O'Sullivan was in grade school
at Our Lady of Lourdes
on Forsyth Boulevard and
Asbury Avenue in University City,
he walked through back yards on
Wydown Boulevard onto Forsyth
and then to the school each day.
Today, as a professor of electrical engineering, when he walks
from his University City Northmoor Drive home to his Jolley
Hall office, much of his trip is
exactly the same as his childhood
one — only in reverse.
At first glance, this might
imply that O'Sullivan, Ph.D., hasn't really gone anywhere. Nothing
could be further from the truth.
The reputation of O'Sullivan
— who also is a professor of biomedical engineering in the School
BY TONY FITZPATRICK
of Engineering & Applied Science
and an associate professor of radiology in the School of Medicine
— is international. He's known
for constantly exploring, researching, achieving and serving the
University and his profession in
diverse ways.
In his 17-year career at the
University, O'Sullivan has taught a
wide arc of courses, graduate and
undergraduate, offered by his
department.
In 1998, he became director of
the Electronics Signals and
Systems Research Laboratory, an
academic research laboratory. It
pursues complementary educational and research activities and
occupies the entire fourth floor of
Jody O'Sullivan, Ph.D.
Jolley Hall.
In 2002, he was appointed
Education: B.S. 1982; M.S. 1984;
associate director of the Center
Ph.D. 1986; all in electrical engifor Security Technologies (CST),
neering from the University of
which features nearly 40 interdisNotre Dame
ciplinary collaborators who
Family: Wife, Christina; sons Joseph,
address the fundamental scientific
9; Andrew, 7; George, 5; Anthony, 3;
and engineering questions that
and Michael, 1.
arise in the design of advanced
security systems. The goal of the
Hobbies: Playing competitive basketcenter is technology development
bail; involvement with his sons'
to defend against an array of
sports; attending St. Louis Rams
threats that could impact homegames
land security.
Also in 2002,
O'Sullivan was
elected chair of the
Faculty Senate and
the Faculty Senate
Council for the academic year 2002-03.
O'Sullivan served as
council secretary
from 1995-98.
The council
brings together 15
representatives from
the University's
eight schools. It
Jody O'Sullivan and his family: (from left)
serves as liaison
wife, Christina; and sons Joseph, Anthony,
George, Andrew and Michael.
between the admin-

Jody O'Sullivan
focuses his research
on scientific and
engineering questions
that could impact
homeland safety

D

istration and the faculty on a
broad range of issues touching virtually all aspects of campus life.
Within this frantic framework,
O'Sullivan advises eight graduate
students and teaches regularly.
How does he manage to juggle
such a hectic schedule?
"My interests are very broad,
and they continue to get broader,"
O'Sullivan said. "I have wonderful
collaborators and students that
make work enjoyable. Nearly every
year I like to learn a new area and
get involved in it."
His research interests include
information theory; imaging science, including biomedical imaging; object recognition; security
technologies; and magnetic information systems. Much of his work
is founded on mathematics, a discipline he has loved and excelled in
since childhood.
O'Sullivan, along with colleague
Donald L. Snyder, Ph.D., the
Samuel C. Sachs Professor of
Electrical Engineering, and G.
James Blaine III, D.Sc, professor of
radiology, as well as others in the
School of Medicine, is trying to
improve the accuracy of X-ray
computed tomographic (CT)
imaging by reducing false features,
known as artifacts, in CT images.
Recently, the researchers have
begun working with colleagues in
radiology to extend these techniques to scanners that compute
both positron emission tomography (PET) images and CT images.
With colleague Ronald S.
Indeck, Ph.D., the Das Family
Distinguished Professor of
Electrical Engineering, O'Sullivan
is working on design and analysis
of error-correction coding techniques for future high-density
data-storage systems.
One research project began
with speculative thinking during
late nights and led to his making a
fundamental discovery in an
emerging field known as data hiding. O'Sullivan and a former graduate student, Pierre Moulin, D.Sc,
now associate professor of electrical engineering at the University of
Illinois, made an advance in the
understanding of how much information can be hidden in a datahiding system.
A kind of encryption, data hiding can be used by a terrorist to
secretly communicate with operatives by embedding data in images
in ways that are undetectable by
the naked eye. Digital watermarks
can be inserted into photographs,
other images or videos to protect
intellectual property.
For example, Disney has information hidden in every frame of
every movie it makes.

"I started working on this problem for fun," O'Sullivan said. "It
has led to some great recognition
for Pierre, who became a fellow of
the Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers (IEEE) in
part because of his contributions
to this field."
O'Sullivan also is an IEEE fellow and was awarded the institute's Third Millennium Medal
in 2000.
One of his key research areas is
automatic target recognition (ATR),
technology being honed at the CST
and funded by the Office of Naval
Research. Various aircraft — from
helicopters to fighter jets to drones
— use the technology to spot tanks,
troops, vehicles or missiles in
uncertain visual environments.
O'Sullivan has nearly two
decades of experience in imaging
science, radar and ATR, among
other areas. His skills are in modeling the physics of scenes and sensors and then deriving algorithms
— mathematical programs —
based on these models.
He and his research group
implement these algorithms in
software and use it to predict their
performance. Similar theory and
underlying techniques form part
of the basis for research in biometrics recognition (including
fingerprint and face recognition)
in the CST.
O'Sullivan is interested in
designing systems that can dynamically reconfigure to use available
resources, a distinct difference
from most ATR systems.
For example, he works on
designs that are capable of updating their knowledge by computing
on the fly. Most ATR systems now
take an input, process it and give
an answer in a certain amount of
time, say, 60 seconds. The time
component always stays the same,
and the algorithm cannot compute
longer or shorter than that.
O'Sullivan's approach, on the
other hand, would allow the system to make a decision taking
longer (two minutes), which has
the potential to make the decision
more reliable because of increased
computations. It would also allow
the system to take a shorter
amount of time, say 25 seconds, to
identify a target.
His approach includes a framework for predicting how the performance of the system varies as
the amount of time allotted for
recognition varies.
"No ATR technology can be 100
percent accurate," O'Sullivan said.
"We think our approach can produce more reliable estimates. We
know the military is interested.
They see our approach as a good

way to think of adapting systems in
the future."
O'Sullivan's father, Daniel F.
O'Sullivan, M.D., is a surgeon
practicing at St. Anthony's Hospital
in St. Louis. His uncle George
O'Sullivan had a small electronics
company in New Jersey and
served as his first influence in
engineering.
As a student at the University of
Notre Dame, O'Sullivan considered
following his father into the medical profession by earning a medical doctorate after a bachelor's
degree in electrical engineering.
"I realized that my interest in
math and engineering far outweighed my interest in biology," he
said. "At Notre Dame, I took as
many math courses as I could fit
into my electrical engineering curriculum."
O'Sullivan chose Washington
University in 1986 over offers from
McDonnell Douglas and Bell
Laboratories.
"It has been my privilege to
work with Jody O'Sullivan since he
first joined Washington University," Snyder said. "He always
brings fresh ideas to solving hard
problems, and they are brought
with enthusiasm and vigor regardless of whether they are technical
problems or they are nontechnical
ones of general concern to WUSTL
faculty campuswide.
"His students become part of his
family as he guides them through
their research and personal development. Jody is a great asset not only
for our department but also for the
University broadly."
O'Sullivan said, "I recognized
the opportunity at Washington
University immediately. The people
at Washington University are great
— in our department, in the
School of Engineering & Applied
Science, and in the University as a
whole.
"I look forward to many more
years of working with all these
great people on a wide range of
exciting topics."
In addition to keeping up with
his five sons' athletic contests,
O'Sullivan is an avid sports enthusiast who holds season tickets to
St. Louis Rams games and plays
basketball in a Missouri Athletic
Club league year-round. He has a
standing pick-up game at the club
every Friday at 6:30 a.m.
O'Sullivan has earned many
plaudits and honors for his research
over the span of his career, but not
all of his awards are academic. A
small spot on his windowsill is
reserved for the 1992 Air Jordan
Award, a trophy given to him by the
WUSTL chapter of the National
Society of Black Engineers.
"I got hot in a tournament
game, hitting something like eight
baskets, and they probably figured
they'd better give it to the old
man," he said, smiling.

